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range of views including golf course, hinterland and the lush 
central parklands. All apartments in Scape offer 2 car parks and 
basement storage. The mix of 2 and 3 bedrooms apartments 
feature ducted air conditioning, high ceilings and magnificent 
kitchens and bathrooms. 

Construction of Scape is expected to commence towards the  
end of 2016, for completion in the second half of 2017.

“SCAPE” is the last building at Vantage offering direct 
frontage to Royal Pines Resort, and the combination of 
its unique location and the subtle evolution in design has 
resulted in apartments being snapped up quickly. 

With over 50% already sold, new owners are mostly from the 
local area with most purchasing apartments  as their future 
home. Spanning 6 levels, apartments in Scape offer a diverse 

SCAPE - THE LATEST RELEASE AT VANTAGE
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CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

Construction of Recreational Facilities

Construction of Dusk and Eve is 
progressing well, with completion on 
target for early 2017. Scaffolding will 
start coming down on Eve from the end 
of September, gradually revealing the 
architectural features of the building with 
Dusk to follow a little later in the year.

The entry building is well under way and 
construction of the internal road should 
commence by the end of October. 

Most exciting is that construction of 
the pool and residents lounge has 
commenced and you will be able to see 
this taking shape over the coming weeks. 

For the latest construction update, 
including photos and video, join the 
Vantage facebook community now by  
liking our page Vantage Gold Coast,  
or visit our website  
www.vantagegold.com.au



COCKTAILS & 
CONVERSATIONS 

vantagegoldcoast.com.au

Future residents at Vantage enjoyed an exclusive cocktail 

evening at One50 Public House on August 20.

With representatives of Rayjon (developer), Condev 

(builder) and Ellivo (architects) in attendance, purchasers 

had the opportunity to meet some of the people behind 

Vantage, as well catching up with their future neighbours. 

Managing Director of Rayjon, John Hembrow, said “the 

success of Vantage is all about creating a vibrant and 

cohesive community and functions like tonight’s play a key 

role in achieving this. It provides many of our purchasers 

the opportunity to form friendships with their neighbours 

ahead of their move to Vantage. It also enables people 

to learn more about Rayjon and to experience one of our 

hospitality assets in One50 Public House.”


